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Diamonds on Wabash

Chicago-Based Jewelry Retailer Diamonds on
Wabash Adds Simon G to Inventory
Shoppers looking for bridal and fine jewelry pieces from the designer can
now visit Diamonds on Wabash in Jewelers Row to take home their favorite
styles.

CHICAGO, Illinois, April 22, 2019 (Newswire.com) - For fine

jewelry lovers and casual jewelry enthusiasts alike, the name

Simon G brings to mind images of luxury and glamour -- in

no small part due to the designer’s lavish jewelry offerings.

So, in order to better accommodate the tastes of their

discerning clientele, Diamonds on Wabash has recently

added Simon G fine and bridal jewelry to their product mix.

Simon Ghanimian and his team of designers are known for

an exacting attention to detail, whether it’s the scrollwork on

an engagement ring from the Vintage Explorer collection or the life-like details in an Organic Allure

necklace. Once a new design is finished, it is given a full polish on every single surface -- top, bottom,

sides, back, interior, and even underneath gemstones -- to give it a shine like none other.

Although the brand carries many distinct collections in their extensive array of jewelry, there is one

more thing each piece has in common: quality. Simon G is committed to using only ethically sourced

materials, diamonds with GH color and SI clarity or higher, as well as platinum and gold alloys made

in-house.  

Find popular bridal and fine jewelry lines like Passion, Garden, and Modern Enchantment by visiting

Diamonds on Wabash in Chicago’s Jewelers Row today.

For more information on the Simon G products and collections currently available at Diamonds on

Wabash, visit their website at diamondsonwabash.com or contact their showroom by calling

312.332.3133.

About Diamonds on Wabash

Located in Chicago’s famed Jewelers Row, Diamonds on Wabash provides Chicagoland with the finest

quality engagement rings, wedding bands, fashion jewelry, and loose gemstones. They also work with

clients to create custom one-of-a-kind jewelry treasures worthy of being passed down for
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Diamonds on Wabash website

generations. In addition to their unparalleled customer care and accomplished jewelry workmanship,

the retailer is known for carrying a wide array of sapphires, emeralds, and rubies for their clients’

needs.

Visit their website at diamondsonwabash.com, or contact their showroom at 312.332.3133 for

information on their products, services, and more.
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